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NEWS
•

Come home to IoT
The Tribune
There is an old saying: Home is where the heart is. In today's digital world, it has been
revised to: “Home is where the innovation is!” The rapid technological innovation in IoT
has had the biggest impact on our homes. Not only are they more connected than ever,
they are also presenting unique ...

•

CES 2018: 10 New Smart Home & IoT Devices + Their Prospects for Success
CEPro
Each year, specialists in consumer electronics, smart-home, IoT, vehicles, robotics and
other technologies review thousands of entries for the CES Innovation Awards. It's a
tedious task and many (most?) of the "winners" never make it to market. Even so, the
honorees do at least give us a glimpse into the ...

•

IoT Platforms Sales Market Overview and Scope 2017 to 2022
TechnoPOW (blog)
Global IoT Platforms Sales Market Research Report 2017 to 2022 presents an in-depth
assessment of the IoT Platforms Sales including enabling technologies, key trends,
market drivers, challenges, standardization, regulatory landscape, deployment models,
operator case studies, opportunities, future ...

•

MediaTek announces first mobile IoT SoC with GPRS and NB-IoT modes
TelecomTV
How do you reconcile the long life of a modern mobile IoT module's battery - which
enables its IoT device to be sent out into the world (or even buried with a pipe as one
application was explained to me last week) and be expected to power through a long life
while, at the same time, understanding that ...

•

IoT-driven transportation startup TempoGO gets fresh funding
VCCircle
Goa-based TempoGO, which provides Internet of Things (IoT) and software-as-aservice (SaaS) solutions for the transportation industry, has raised $250,000 (about Rs 1.6
crore) from Javelin Startup-O Victory Fund, after winning an international startup
competition held by Singapore-based investment ...
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Business as usual, says Aruba veep after Meg exits daddy HPE
The Register
When pressed on what Aruba sees as covered by the notoriously elastic term IoT, Illum
said: "What we're trying to do is provide connectivity for those devices, whatever those
devices are," emphasising Aruba's focus on security, particularly "controlling those
devices and how they get into that network".

•

Deutsche Telekom to launch new NB-IoT lab in Dortmund
Siliconrepublic.com
The German telecoms giant is working with a number of research labs to develop NBIoT solutions for large-scale industry. The security of the internet of things (IoT) was in
focus this week with a new report published by security firm Corero that identified its
rise as contributing to a surge in DDoS ...

•

Internet of Things Technology Market 25.1% CAGR to 2022 led by Software
Solution ...
PR Newswire (press release)
Internet of Things Technology Market is forecast to reach $639.74 billion by 2022 from
$176.00 billion in 2016 at a CAGR of 25.1% during (2017-2022) driven by the growing
penetration of Internet connectivity, the increasing adoption of cloud platforms, increased
IP address space with the introduction of ...
IoT To Be A $1.23 Trillion Industry By 2020: IDC - Android Headlines
Full Coverage

•

Hyundai to Launch Token Sale for IoT Blockchain Platform Hdac
CoinJournal (blog)
Hyundai Pay, the Internet-of-Things (IoT) arm of Hyundai, will be holding a joint ICO
with Hdac Technology to issue HDAC tokens. Hdac Technology, a company founded
earlier this year by Dae-Sun Chung, the grandson of Hyundai Group founder Ju-Yung
Chung, is the creator of the Hdac blockchain, ...

•

What Opportunities Does the Industrial IoT Present for Field Service?
RFID Journal
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The Internet of Things (IoT) has already made a significant impact on the industrial and
utility sectors, from smart meters to oil and gas monitors, and there is no arguing that it is
changing the industry. With smarter technology, field-service managers are able to gain
deeper insights that were not available ...
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) improves manufacturing processes - Today's
Medical Developments
Internet Of Things (IoT) Market The Next Big Service Will Change The Future - CSO
Australia
Nigeria: Operators Eye Mobile IOT, Want Barriers to BTS Deployment Removed AllAfrica.com
Full Coverage

WEB
•

Stacey Higginbotham: Network neutrality is an IoT issue too
IoT council
Network neutrality is an IoT issue too: This week the FCC issued an plan that would
reverse the rules put in place during the last administration that prevent ISPs from
discriminating against certain packets on their networks.

•

IoT Embedded Software Developer
IC Resources
IoT Embedded Software Engineer Cambridge Mid-Senior level, salary based on
experience. Key Skills: Embedded Software experience. Experience working in the IoT
space. Experience of RTOS Bare metal experience. C and C++ experience. This is a
fantastic opportunity to join a start up company ...

•

Panel discussion: Future Network Technologies for Placement of IoT Data and
Processing Functions
ITU
Nanjing, China. 27-29 November 2017. 1. Panel discussion: Future Network
Technologies for Placement of. IoT Data and Processing Functions. Ved P. Kafle, PhD.
Senior Researcher. National Institute of Information and Communication Technology
(NICT). Tokyo, Japan. Rapporteur. ITU-T Study Group ...

•

IOT Node and Gateway Market 2017 Global Key Players Analysis, Op - WBOY
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WBOY
Market Highlights. The emerging trend in IOT node and gateway market is its
application in numerous industries. NXP Semiconductors N.V. announced a modular IoT
gateway solution for large node networks (LNNs) with pre-integrated, tested and RF
certified support for a wide array of wireless ...
•

Connecting the IoT – The narrowband opportunity
IoT Now
Connecting the IoT – The narrowband opportunity. Dr. Stamatis Georgoulis. Posted by
Zenobia HegdeNovember 24, 2017. The launch of the iPhone in 2007 took mobile
operators by complete surprise – they simply weren't prepared for the huge increase in
mobile data usage generated by the devices, ...

•

(IoT) Mobile App Development
Appy Pie
Appy Pie's Internet of Things (IoT) mobile Apps Development Solution: We have the
Best Internet of Things (IoT) App Developers team in the world.

•

iot new
enisa
To contact the Press Office and access media material visit the Press & Media Center ·
Press & Media Centre · Tweets by @enisa_eu · European Cyber Security Month: United
against Cyber Security Threats · ENISA Threat Landscape 2016 report: cyber-threats
becoming top priority · Cyber Europe 2016: ...

•

TOPAs, an IoT Driven Framework for Energy Efficiency in Buildings
MDPI
TOPAs offers an open BMS (Building Management System) IoT driven framework. This
framework is composed of core services to connect to any BMS ...

•

Broadcom completes acquisition of Brocade Communications Systems
IoT Now
Broadcom Limited, a semiconductor device supplier to the wired, wireless, enterprise
storage, and industrial end markets, announced that it has completed i.
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Cloud and IoT
Cisco
Insights for CIOs and executives leading cloud and IoT.

1 day ago

NEWS
•

IoT solution from UK-based duo wins $50000 at 2017 F1 Connectivity Innovation
Prize
BPME (press release) (blog)
The theme of this year's two technology challenges set by Formula 1 and Mercedes-AMG
Petronas Motorsport was the Internet of Things (IoT). Benjamin Lambert and
Alexander Gibson's winning idea is a solution that could enhance the fan experience at
each Grand Prix through the IoT and mobile ...
IoT solution wins Tata Communications' F1® Connectivity Innovation Prize - Formula 1
Full Coverage

•

Assessing a sustainable IoT future: Why security and connectivity barriers must be
overcome
IoT Tech News
According to the study, the future vision for an IoT driven connectivity can be achieved
when business leaders overcome some barriers associated with IoT, data and
connectivity. Some of the barriers highlighted in the report include security risks and lack
of necessary governance for artificial intelligence ...

•

Hyundai IT Arm Backs Token Sale to Revolutionize the Internet Of Things
Finance Magnates
The decentralized approach of blockchain technology is promising for IoT security
because of how it works with cryptocurrencies – it creates a more resilient ecosystem for
devices to run on by assuring that data is legitimate, and that the process by which new
data is introduced is well-defined. In addition ...
HyundaiPay and Hdac holding TGE to bring blockchain to IoT payment platform CryptoNinjas
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Full Coverage
•

GE launches new IoT hub to connect smart lights to Alexa
Digital Journal
GE has announced an update to its smart lights range, C by GE. The company's
expanding the system with a network-connected hub that adds Wi-Fi connectivity. The
lights can be controlled by digital assistants including Alexa and Google Assistant.

•

The impacts on storage and compliance from Blockchain, robots and IoT
ComputerWeekly.com
Web Summit is organised in different tracks. There are tracks for startups, for scaling
companies and for enterprises. It's a mix of 24 different summits; some focus on software
as a service (SaaS), some on compliance and others on next-generation IT, which is
primarily the IoT and robots at the moment.

•

Apple reclaims top spot in wearable band market after strong Q3
IoT Tech News
Apple has retaken the lead in the wearable band market thanks to the release of the Apple
Watch Series 3, according to the latest industry figures from ...

•

'Data is the new oil': F-Secure man on cartels, disinformation and IoT
The Register
Mexican armed forces are apprehensive about upcoming elections in that country but it's
not the US or the Russians they are worried about – it's the cartels. Mikko Hypponen,
chief research officer at Finnish security company F-Secure, relayed the anecdote during
a discussion about geopolitics and IoT.

•

IoT Market in Livestock Management Is Estimated To Grow At A CAGR of
12.14% By 2021: Hexa ...
Digital Journal
The report covers the present scenario and the growth prospects of the "Global IoT
Market in Livestock Management" for 2017-2021. Global IoT Market in Livestock
Management 2017-2021, has been prepared based on an in-depth market analysis with
inputs from industry experts. The report covers the ...

•

What makes Wales the place to turbocharge your IoT growth?
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UKTN
If you're a small company with a big idea which could drive the evolution of IoT, a new
accelerator programme based in Wales can bring the real investment, intensive training
and invaluable contacts that can help you make the world a smarter place. IOTA Wales is
a 12-week programme that aims to ...
IoTA Wales launches accelerator for “up and coming” Internet of Things start-ups Startups.co.uk
Securing the Internet of Things is simpler than you think - CSO Australia
Full Coverage
•

VIDEO Interview: Pycom's top execs talk IoT tech, hackathons and plenty more on
A/NZ tour
iTWire
We then spoke about the appointment of David Stewart as Pycom Chairman, the progress
of Pycom's tour in the region, the company's plans for CES 2018 and what its stand will
be like, about what the future of IoT and more in a decade's time might look like, about
great advice they'd each received to ...

WEB
•

IoT Market in Livestock Management Is Estimated To Grow At A CAG
WNKY.com
Global IoT Market in Livestock Management 2017-2021, has been prepared based on an
in-depth market analysis with inputs from industry experts.

•

IoT Device Security startup ReFirm Labs gets $1.5M in funding
Postscapes
ReFirm Labs, an IoT device startup raised $1.5M in funding from DataTribe, a business
incubator that funds the startups coming out of the federal ...

•

Internet of Things: Five Tried-and-Tested Scenarios
SAP News Center
Compelling SAP examples of IoT as a reality in many LOBs and where the latest
technology trends are helping companies optimize processes, warehousing, and more.
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R&D and Architecting of Baby Care IoT
Itransition
Itransition delivered IoT system architecture and ready-to-implement product roadmap
for a baby care solution.

•

M2M IoT Innovation Now Simple, Secure and Scalable - 100.7 KFM-BFM
100.7 KFM-BFM
M2M IoT Innovation Now Simple, Secure and Scalable. Eseye Cellular to AWS Cloud,
Gateway Developer Product Announced. Austin TX, Nov. 23, 2017 (GLOBE
NEWSWIRE) -- MikroElektronika and Eseye have today launched a new AWS Cloud
connected product that gives developers a simple, ...

•

Laying a Solid Framework for IoT With Enterprise Architecture
LeanIX Blog
It is imperative to invest in the integrated 4part architecture that supports IoT. Find out
the stages in this article.

•

Nicolas Windpassinger, Schneider Electric: On why culture trumps technology in
IoT adoption
Launchora
The Internet of Things (IoT) is coming into the enterprise; there is no doubt about that.
The thought of the work executives have to undertake in their organisation to
accommodate digital transformation is only eclipsed by the thought of what happens if
their firm gets left behind. In other words, if you don't ...

•

Asia IoT Business Platform
IoT Now
Asia IoT Business Platform provides an avenue for international technology solution
providers to understand the issues local governments and enterprises in.

•

Staff NB-IoT Program Manager
Snagajob
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1 Staff Nb Iot Program Manager jobs hiring near you. Browse Staff Nb Iot Program
Manager jobs and apply online. Search Staff Nb Iot Program Manager to find your next
Staff Nb Iot Program Manager job near you.
•

IoT weekly round-up: Thursday 23rd November 2017
IBM
This week, Ajit Pai announces a plan to overturn net neutrality, and the Internet of
Elephants lets you interact with endangered species through AR.

2 days ago

NEWS
•

EdgeX Foundry: Less Than a Year Later
IoT Evolution World (blog)
While the grand vision for 50 billion devices being connected by the year 2020 may not
be panning out exactly at the magnitude forecast by some IoT ...

•

Resin.io Says Containers Are a Perfect Management Platform for IoT
SDxCentral
Both IoT and containers are expected to see significant growth over the next several
years. Strategy Analytics last year said it expects the IoT market to ...

•

Enterprises must address Internet of Identities challenges
CSO Online
Here's a no-brainer from me — we'll see massive proliferation of Internet of Things
(IoT) devices on the network next year. Some of these will be general-purpose devices,
such as IP cameras, smart thermostats, smart electric meters, etc., but many others will be
industry-specific sensors, actuators, and ...

•

Gearing up for the internet of things
MIT News
How to prepare global wireless networks for the IoT was the topic of discussion at the
National Science Foundation Workshop on Low-Latency Wireless Random-Access,
hosted by MIT's Laboratory for Information and Decision Systems (LIDS) and sponsored
by the National Science Foundation (NSF) ...
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Three ways to save battery life in your IoT device
Embedded Computing Design
It goes without saying that no developer would want to accidentally drain the integrated
battery of 100,000 door locks, thermostats, or baby monitors connected to the IoT by
providing code that's not energy-optimized. The problem of battery draining software
must be resolved before the IoT can fulfill its ...

•

IoT Security Top Concern for Business Technology Leaders
HealthITSecurity.com
However, healthcare technology leaders are greatly concerned over IoT security with
connected devices, according to recent research from ISACA. Seventy-one percent of
surveyed business technology professionals in healthcare said there is some resistance to
IoT. This is likely because that is a sector ...

•

Bell uses IoT to boost production at Canadian winery
The Internet of Business (blog)
Canadian telecommunications giant Bell has teamed up with BeWhere Technologies and
Huawei to kit out a winery with connected technology. Bell, BeWhere and Huawei are
currently implementing an automated IoT system at the Henry of Pelham vineyard in St
Catherines, Ontario in a bid to transform ...

•

Multi-cloud adoption in a smart nation
Enterprise Innovation
Every smart city is built around big data and the Internet of Things (IoT). These two
components are fundamental in shaping smart cities, and are the basis of how they
function. More than just having a steadfast infrastructure in place, an efficient and secure
network is needed to handle and process the ...

•

How can we accelerate the development of smart cities?
TechTarget (blog)
In theory, IoT enables the development of smart city applications that allow governments
to make city living easier, more comfortable and more affordable. Energy and water
waste can be curtailed, crowding on public transportation lessened, pollution reduced,
traffic jams minimized, parking made easier ...
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The New Age of Innovation: Understanding the Internet of Things (IoT) - The Market
Mogul
The Impact of IoT in the Digital Era - CIOReview
Defining and securing the Internet of Things - Help Net Security
Full Coverage
•

SolarNow and Eseye, Enabling IoT to Change Lives Across Africa
IoT Business News (press release) (blog)
The Internet of Things (IoT) is impacting positively on the lives of millions around the
world – potentially none more so than those in Africa. SolarNow and Eseye are today
announcing an IoT partnership, powered by AWS, to provide connected solar energy to
communities in East Africa. Social business ...

WEB
•

Microsoft showcases latest industrial IoT innovations at SPS 2017
Microsoft Azure
We achieve this though the two Azure IoT Edge modules OPC Proxy and OPC
Publisher, which are available open-source on GitHub and as Docker ...

•

AWS IoT Platform
Amazon AWS
Our customers are using to make their connected devices more intelligent. These devices
collect & measure data in the field (below the ground, in the ...

•

IoT Ceiling Sensor
ETC
Solar powered wireless IoT sensor; Ceiling mount occupancy and vacancy sensing; Light
level sensing: up to 380 foot candles (4095 lux); Temperature sensing: 32 to 104 °F (0 ..
40°C); Sound level monitoring: -40 to -80 dBA; Battery and super capacitor voltages are
monitored and transmitted; Uses ...

•

Internet of Things (IoT) 2018
Calsoft Inc.
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This ebook involves IoT market statistics, predictions/forecasts, upcoming trends along
with key players, key partnerships in IoT domains, use cases, ecosystem and
technologies.
•

Study Shows Maturation of IoT in Transportation
BSQUARE Corporation
Bsquare shares findings from its first IIoT Maturity Study that explores current IoT
adoption progress in Manufacturing, Transportation, and Oil and Gas ...

•

The Risks of Using Internet of Things (IOT)
InterQuest Group
Read our blog on the risks the Internet of Things (IoT) can have on your enterprise by
increasing the chances of hackers entering the workplace.

•

IOT Livespecial Elmia Subcont by IoT-podden
SoundCloud
IoT-podden sänder från Elmia Subcontractor. Vi tar reda på hur startups kan kickstarta
tillverkningsindustrins iot-satsningar och vilken nytta som skapas av sensorer och
dataanalyser i framtidens leveranskedjor. Gäster är Pär Bergsten från H&D Wireless,
Alexander Hellström från Lumenradio och Olof ...

•

Install TeamViewer IoT Agent
TeamViewer Community
Learn how to install the TeamViewer IoT Agent including provisioning, and deprovisioning and monitoring setup. ▷ Get started.

•

IHS Markit's Watson
Telco Transformation
The monetization of IoT involves some steps that are not familiar to operators. One key
target -- manufacturing -- requires that the mobile network ...

•

Connected IoT Devices Market 2017 Analytical Overview, Opportuni
WNKY.com
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Market Synopsis of Connected IoT Devices Market: Market Scenario. Connected IoT
devices refer to a network of physical devices, home appliances, ...
3 days ago

NEWS

•

'Internet of things' blockchain network startup Moeco raises $5M from Bitfury
SiliconANGLE News (blog)
Berlin-based startup Moeco, a startup with plans to build a blockchain-based “internet of
things” support network, today announced it has received $5 ...
•

TÜV Rheinland Announces Protected Privacy Certificate Program for IoT Data
and ProcessesNew ...
Markets Insider
COLOGNE, Germany, Nov. 21, 2017 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- TÜV Rheinland, a
leading international testing service provider for quality and safety, ...
TÜV Rheinland Announces Protected Privacy Certificate Program for IoT Data and
Processes - GlobeNewswire (press release)
Full Coverage

•

Mobile payments, IoT loom as top tech trends for 2018
The Nation
MOBILE payments and the Internet of things (IoT) are shaping as the top two
technology trends that will see high growth in Thailand next year.

•

Confidence in IoT security is low
TechTarget (blog)
It is the Internet of Things, but with an enterprise angle. ... In spite of such concerns,
over 50% of consumers now own an IoT device (on average two), ...
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IoT retail revolution opens doors for change - Computer Business Review
Technology innovation in 2018: From AI, VR and IoT to robotics - TechTarget (blog)
How the construction industry is using IoT and sensor technology - TechTarget (blog)
Full Coverage
•

DT gives IoT some TLC, FYI
Telecoms.com
Deutsche Telekom and the Fraunhofer-Institute for Material Flow and Logistics IML
have teamed up to start up the Telekom Open IoT Labs – aren't you ...
Deutsche Telekom inaugurates NB-IoT development lab - Mobile World Live
Deutsche Telekom and Fraunhofer open IoT development centre in Dortmund Telecompaper
Full Coverage

•

DDoS attacks almost double with IoT as target, says Corero
The Internet of Business (blog)
A 91 per cent increase is recorded in DDoS activity as criminals seize on unsecured IoT
devices to launch attacks, according to Corero. Businesses ...

•

Are you IoT ready?
Contractor Mag
IoT continues as a game changer; it is changing what we are ... but now have come to
understand it is not just our industry that needs to be IoT ready.

•

An IoT-based smart parking system saves time and money
Embedded Computing Design
The IoT plays a crucial role in connecting devices to the network, enabling people to
accomplish their tasks efficiently and cost-effectively. An increasing number of smart
cities are using IoT applications to overcome common issues, such as limited parking,
increased traffic jams, and pollution. The smart ...

•

IoT Innovation in Solar Powered Milling
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GlobeNewswire (press release)
Austin TX, Nov. 21, 2017 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Energy for all is a serious issue,
with 1.2 billion people around the globe lacking access to electricity. Against this
backdrop, global IoT cellular communications specialist Eseye is today announcing a
project partnership with Village Infrastructure Angels ...
•

Tackling The Internet Of Things In Healthcare
Bio-IT World
Cambridge Healthtech Institute's Inaugural Healthcare Internet of Things event* in San
Francisco next February aims to bring together constituents ...

WEB
•

Choosing the Right Connectivity for Your IoT Application
Electronic Design
Choosing the Right Connectivity for Your IoT Application. Check out the different types
of wireless and wired connectivity networks—and which might ...

•

Startupbootcamp IoT 2017 | Introducing ThingBlox
element14 Community
Read about 'Startupbootcamp IoT 2017 | Introducing ThingBlox' on element14.com. For
the second year in a row, Farnell element14 is proud to be an ...

•

Cleaning up the Ganges River with help from IoT
The Official Microsoft Blog - Microsoft
Springing from the Himalayan mountains and flowing into the Bay of Bengal, the Ganges
has been the holy river of India for centuries. Personified as ...

•

For IoT Success, People Just As Important As Technology
Digitalist Magazine
As IoT adoption increases, employees will need training in areas like artificial
intelligence, machine learning, and deep analytical thinking skills.

•

Xilinx to Showcase Innovations for Industrial IoT Solutions at SPS IPC Drives 2017
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Xilinx
21, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- Xilinx, Inc. (NASDAQ: XLNX), the leader in scalable and
comprehensive All Programmable Industrial IoT (IIoT) platforms ...
•

Where Does IoT Go From Here?
Barcoding, Inc.
The Internet of Things (IoT) is always evolving, but there are some innovations that
deserve more attention than others. Here is a look at the areas within IoT that will be the
biggest game-changers moving forward. New Regulations. Two of the most pressing
concerns in the Internet of Things are market ...

•

Why network slicing is a killer app for 5G
IoT Now
Posted by IoT Now MagazineNovember 21, 2017. Network slicing, the idea of dividing
available network capacity into slices that are designed and dimensioned to best serve
specific users and applications, is seen as one of the greatest benefits of 5G because it
allows the creation of dedicated networks ...

•

How IoT Works in Retail Industry
GrowthHackers
IoT, or the Internet of Things is considered to be one of the major game-changing
elements for the way business is done today. The way in which things are.

•

IoT Systems Architect
Workbridge Associates
In this role, you will drive the complete end-topend cloud-based IoT systems architecture
for a variety of unique, high impact consumer and business applications that will be
implemented on a global scale. The ideal candidate will have both breadth and depth of
technical knowledge in several domains ...

•

CiscoChat Podcast | Ask the IoT Whiz: The Digital Age of Retail
Cisco Blog
I'm thrilled to present the 3rd installment of Ask the IoT Whiz just in time for the holiday
season. In this episode, we'll be talking about retail in the digital ...
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•

IoT Evolution's LoRa Con Explores the Deployment Benefits Associated with LoRa
IoT Evolution World (blog)
In depth conference program takes a look at how Smart Cities, Asset Tracking,
Agricultural and Industrial IoT are all being effected by LoRa technologies. Trumbull,
CT – November 20, 2017 – TMC and Crossfire Media today announced the program for
LoRa Con being held January 22-25, 2018 at ...

•

AT&T Approves Altair ALT1210 LTE-M Chipset on IoT Network
IoT Evolution World (blog)
“LTE-M is essential to carriers' cellular IoT strategies,” said Eran Eshed, VP, WW Sales
and Marketing, Altair Semiconductor. “Being able to offer pre-certified chipsets and
modules will significantly help vendors bring products to market quickly and costeffectively. Our LTE-M collaboration with AT&T ...
AT&T Approves Altair's ALT1210 LTE-M Chipset on IoT Network - PR Newswire
(press release)
Full Coverage

•

SolarNow, Eseye And AWS Enabling IoT To Change Lives Across Africa
ISBuzz News
The Internet of Things (IoT) is impacting the lives of millions around the world – but
none more so than those in Africa. It is for this reason SolarNow, ...

•

IoT Tech Expo: The World's Largest IoT Event Arrives in the Bay Area Next
Week!
Business Wire (press release)
The North America IoT event will arrive in the Bay Area next week for the final leg of
the 2018 World Series. The world's largest IoT event will host over ...

•

Here's what it takes to make IoT data ready for AI and machine learning
Healthcare IT News
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The integration of artificial intelligence and the Internet of Things introduces a wide
array of connected health tools that produce a vast amount of data that must be
synthesized, analyzed, stored and communicated by a robust information infrastructure.
But if hospitals don't structure and store IoT patient ...
•

Blockchain: The Best Solution for an Unstable IoT?
Bitsonline (press release) (blog)
The Internet of Things, (IoT), is becoming a fascinating and important part of our daily
lives. However, those throughout the tech industry understand ...
Blockchain: The Best Solution for an Unstable IoT? - Bitsonline (press release) (blog)
IoT needs to be secured by the network - Network World
Smart building security: Cyber-resilience must be built in - TechTarget (blog)
Full Coverage

•

Chaos Sumo Aims To Solve IoT Data Headaches With Smart Object Storage For
AWS S3
CRN
A typical use is for IoT, where customer might be looking to store data from multiple
devices in AWS S3 because it is easy, elastic and cheap, Hazel said. A customer might
want to discover what was stored and then refine it to present to apps for analysis before
passing to data scientists to organize the ...

•

Chaos Sumo Aims To Solve IoT Data Headaches With Smart Object Storage For
AWS S3
CRN
A typical use is for IoT, where customer might be looking to store data from multiple
devices in AWS S3 because it is easy, elastic and cheap, Hazel ...

•

The rise of IoT-based Hivenets
TechTarget (blog)
So, what does this have to do with IoT? Over the past year we have seen the development
and deployment of massive IoT-based botnets, such as Mirai or the currently emerging
Reaper system, built around millions of compromised IoT devices. These weaponized
botnets have been used as blunt force ...
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Ignore IoT security at your peril, and everyone else's too
Electronics Weekly
But what he said is important for anyone designing an IoT product, regardless of where
their security is coming from, or not coming from. “Ignoring security is very very
costly,” said Loomis. “If you are doing something valuable, you should secure it. But in a
lot of cases people don't, because security is so ...

WEB
•

Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT
enisa - Europa EU
www.enisa.europa.eu. European Union Agency For Network And Information Security.
Baseline Security. Recommendations for IoT in the context of Critical Information
Infrastructures. NOVEMBER 2017 ...

•

Regarding A/C lighting for IoT by microcontroller
f.lux forum
I have a question regarding A/C lighting for IoT just basically where to go for the
information/parts I need. I want to control the lighting in my ...

•

Senior IoT Business Development Manager in ATLANTA, GA
Sprint - Careers
Job Summary The Sr. IoT Business Development Manager is a sales professional that
actively prospects for new business relationships that drive ...

•

This Holiday Season - Buy One IoT Device, Get Free CVEs
Talos Blog
This Holiday Season - Buy One IoT Device, Get Free CVEs. As the Internet of Things
gains steam and continues to develop, so are adversaries and the threats affecting these
systems. Companies throughout the world are busy deploying low cost Internetconnected computing devices (aka the Internet of ...

•

IoT Tech Expo
Yahoo Finance
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The North America IoT event will arrive in the Bay Area next week for the final leg of
the 2018 World Series. The world's largest IoT event will host over 9000 attendees in the
Santa Clara Convention Center, CA where it will be co-located with the Blockchain Expo
and AI Expo.
•

Advanced IoT Development with Intel® System Studio 2018
Intel® Developer Zone
Learn about the latest IoT features available in Intel® System Studio 2018 and how to
build advanced projects from early prototype to deployment.

•

Rethink IoT News ATW 186: Around The Web Roundup
MetTel
Rethink IoT News ATW 186: Around The Web Roundup. Nov 20, 2017. ReTHINK:
Raytheon and MetTel have announced a new global security ...

•

Introducing the UP² Grove IoT development kit with Ubuntu
Ubuntu Insights
As computing at the edge grows, so does the need to connect a flurry of IoT devices
directly into a device that can do advanced analytics and ...

•

Communication systems for IoT: measurements and performance prediction models
development ...
Science Careers
The IoT paradigm assumes all objects, including those embedded in the home
environment, able to communicate with the outside world. The performance of the main
communication technologies for the IoT will therefore be analyzed, as a result of
measurement campaigns carried out in specific ...

•

Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT
enisa
The study which is titled 'Baseline Security Recommendations for Internet of Things in
the context of critical information infrastructures', aims to set the scene for IoT security
in Europe. It serves as a reference point in this field and as a foundation for relevant
forthcoming initiatives and developments.

5 days ago
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NEWS
•

Raphael Mehrbians Sells 7109 Shares of Adesto Technologies Corporation (IOTS)
Stock
Dispatch Tribunal
Adesto Technologies Corporation (NASDAQ:IOTS) VP Raphael Mehrbians sold 7,109
shares of the business's stock in a transaction dated Thursday, ...
Adesto Technologies Corporation (IOTS) Issues Earnings Results, Beats Expectations
By $0.03 EPS - Dispatch Tribunal
Adesto Technologies Corporation (IOTS) Upgraded by Zacks Investment Research to
“Buy” - The Ledger Gazette
Full Coverage

•

What Is ioNEM?
The Merkle
Its main purpose is to provide transferable and on-chain Internet of Things ownership
using NEM technology. It's an interesting idea, but how does it ...

•

Dean Capital Management Increased Schweitzer (SWM) Holding By $1.47 Million;
Lantronix Has ...
Key Gazette
Lantronix, Inc. is a provider of secure data access and management solutions for Internet
of things and information technology (IT) assets.

•

Top Trends in Global R&D Outsourcing Services Market - Technavio
Business Wire (press release)
Industrial IoT services help industrial manufacturers to design and develop products
through real-time information exchange. Enterprises primarily ...

•

Mixed Reality is Giving the Manufacturing Industry a Digital Makeover
Business News Daily
The Industry 4.0 movement involves the concerted operation of modern technologies –
the internet of things (IOT), artificial intelligence, robotics, etc.
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Schneider aims to power digital future
gulfnews.com
The potential of the internet-related technologies or internet of things (IoT) has not been
fully utilised yet and the future will be more digitised, more de-carbonised and more
automated, said the chief executive of Schneider Electric. “Energy is a fundamental
human right and there are around two billion ...
Schneider opens Innovation Hub on Wheels in Dubai - Trade Arabia
Dubai Government Media Office - Dubai Media Office (press release)
Full Coverage

•

Dubai launches Food Watch farm-to-fork programme
gulfnews.com
Protect.” Food safety experts from across the globe will discuss various aspects of food
safety, mainly focusing on the role of technology like Big Data and internet of Things
(IoT) in boosting food safety. “The future will be all about IoT, block chain and Big Data
in food safety. We have already included ...

•

Cybersecurity firm warns of advances in cybercrime
Manila Bulletin
Manky said the 20 billion IoT devices are the weakest link for attacking the cloud. “The
weakest link in cloud security is not in its architecture (but) lies in the millions of remote
devices accessing cloud resources. We expect to see attacks designed to exploit endpoint
devices, resulting in client side attacks ...

•

Numerex Corp Stock as Institutional Investors Exit
BZ Weekly
The Company, through its subsidiaries, provides managed enterprise solutions, which
enable the Internet of Things . The company has market cap of $68.08 million. The
Firm offers solutions to incorporate the IoT building blocks, such as device, network,
application and platform. It currently has negative ...

•

Sierra Wireless, Inc. (SWIR) Updates Q4 Earnings Guidance
The Ledger Gazette
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Sierra Wireless, Inc is engaged in building the Internet of Things (IoT) with wireless
solutions for organizations. The Company's OEM Solution segment offers cellular
embedded wireless modules for IoT connectivity, including an embedded application
framework to support customer applications.

WEB
•

Questions
Nordic Developer Zone - Nordic Semiconductor
Hello Dev Zone,. We've been using the IoT SDK 0.9 all year and recently ported to the
production release bundled with the SDK 14.1 package.

•

IoT-Education 2018 : Special Session on The Internet of Things for Educators and
Learners
Guide 2 Research
The IEEE IoT Community defines the IoT as: “… a self-configuring and adaptive
system consisting of networks of sensors and smart objects whose ...

•

CNBC and Schneider Electric join forces to launch
Launchora
CNBC, the world's number one business and financial news network, today announced it
has teamed up with a leader in digital transformation of energy management and
automation, Schneider Electric, to create a brand new technology show, IOT: Powering
the Digital Economy, which debuts on 24th ...

•

Cognitive Processes in Manufacturing Operations
IBM
Bring more certainty to your business decision-making with Watson IoT by analyzing incontext information from workflows and the operating environment to drive better
quality and enhance operations.

•

Operator IOT Engineer
Jobs Intel
Intel has a great career opportunity for a Operator IOT Engineer in Bangalore, KA.

•

Google Cloud IoT Core Documentation
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Google Cloud Platform
This is a beta release of Cloud IoT Core. This product might be changed in backwardincompatible ways and is not subject to any SLA or deprecation policy. Google Cloud
Internet of Things (IoT) Core is a fully managed service for securely connecting and
managing IoT devices, from a few to millions.
•

IoT spotlight
IBM
Upcoming offers, news and emerging trends to watch for in the Watson IoT ecosystem.

•

Iot cloud platform comparison
Cornille Havard
We updated our IoT platform list to accommodate new For the initiative the Microsoft
Azure cloud services compatible IoT platform, How to choose the ...

•

The Konker Connection - Blog 17 - Accelerometers
element14 Community
Read about 'The Konker Connection - Blog 17 - Accelerometers' on element14.com. This
blog is a continuation of the Konker Connection project.

6 days ago
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•

Adesto Technologies Corporation (IOTS) Lifted to “Buy” at Zacks Investment
Research
StockNewsTimes
Zacks Investment Research upgraded shares of Adesto Technologies Corporation
(NASDAQ:IOTS) from a hold rating to a buy rating in a research ...

•

Why your smart TV could be listening to you – or worse
The Independent
People are becoming more concerned about security as the internet of things (IoT)
spreads, according to a new study from Deloitte. The research ...
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Digi International Inc. (DGII) Upgraded by Zacks Investment Research to Hold
The Ledger Gazette
Zacks Investment Research upgraded shares of Digi International Inc. (NASDAQ:DGII)
from a sell rating to a hold rating in a report released on Tuesday. According to Zacks,
“Digi International Inc. is a leading global provider of business and mission-critical
Internet of Things (IoT) products and services.

•

Intel and Karnataka government to build systems and open data for automotive
safety
YourStory.com
May be a Bosch and Continental could be part of this platform to help Intel and the Govt
promote automotive safety through IOT. The challenge ...
Karnataka inks 10 technology deals at Bengaluru summit - Business Standard
Full Coverage

•

IoT to play a major role in ushering in economic transformation
Hindu Business Line
KPMG, along with the CII, (Confederation of Indian Industry) launched a report on 'The
Intelligent Economy: Leveraging technology for the new era'.

•

Global IoT Healthcare Market Projected to Reach 158+ Billion USD at a CAGR of
30% by 2022 ...
Medgadget (blog)
The internet of things has numerous applications in healthcare, from remote monitoring
to smart sensors and medical device integration. It has the potential to not only keep
patients safe and healthy, but to improve how physicians deliver care as well. Healthcare
IoT can also boost patient engagement ...

•

Just How Big of an Opportunity Is Sierra Wireless, Inc.?
The Motley Fool Canada
Where Sierra differs from other companies, however, is in opportunity. IoT-enabled
devices continue to flood the market, and industry experts believe ...

•

SmartThings introduces Lock Codes to help friends and family
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BetaNews
Smart locks have become another popular product in the market commonly known as the
Internet of Things, or IoT. It's designed to make a home safer, ...
•

Cypress Semiconductor Corporation (CY) Rating Lowered to Hold at Zacks
Investment Research
The Ledger Gazette
The company delivered strong third-quarter earnings aided by growth in automotive, IoT
wireless connectivity and USB-C solutions. Also, on a year-to-date basis, the stock has
outperformed the industry it belongs to. Cypress' advanced technology, momentum in
new products, increased customer wins ...

•

Are you a Disruptive Startup in IoT and Deep Learning?
i-HLS - Israel Homeland Security
IoT technologies have been recently going through a major revolution with the
incorporation of strategies from the artificial intelligence and deep learning fields, which
enable the smart connected devices to execute learning processes in order to upgrade
their capabilities. At the forthcoming IoT 2017 ...

WEB
•

Bugs Or Plain Stupidity? Welcome To The 2017 IoT Hall Of Shame Top 10 by
ITSPmagazine
SoundCloud
In this episode of At The Edge with Sean Martin, ITSPmagazine's editor in chief is joined
by Arthur Hicken, Chief Evangelist at Parasoft and the ...

•

IoT testing environments: reliable IoT platform data for IoT platform buyers
i-SCOOP
With over 400 IoT platforms, decision makers need hands-on IoT platform data before
buying. Enter the MachNation IoT testing environment for IoT ...

•

How IoT Can Restructure The Education Sector
Cygnis Media
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IoT-based applications are already being used in customer service and healthcare. And,
now the education system is also catching up with the trend.
•

IoT Mobile Security
LinkedIn
New! We are looking for a talented Software Engineer with solid C++ skills to help
develop new security systems.&nbsp; You wil...See this and similar ...

•

The State of IoT in the Healthcare Industry
MosChip
According to a latest report “IoT Healthcare Market by Components (Medical Device,
System and Software, Service, and Connectivity Technology), Application
(Telemedicine, Workflow Management, Connected Imaging, Medication Management),
End-User – Global Forecast to 2020”, the global Internet ...

•

IoT in Aerospace Engineering
IBM
With today's aerospace and defense systems becoming more intelligent and
interconnected, learn how IBM Watson IoT is delivering new capabilities ...

•

Environment
IBM
Using cognitive computing, IBM Watson IoT™ can help you make sense of the ocean of
raw data produced every minute by the thousands of ...

•

Retail
IBM
The solution combines Honeywell's expertise in building automation and software
analytics with the Watson IoT™ Platform, cognitive APIs and ...

•

Sports
IBM
Learn how IBM Watson IoT for sports can help you outhink the competition with
performance data and insights.
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Factories
IBM
Industry 4.0 applications enabled by the IoT are expected to create a new surge of factory
productivity, creating value up to USD 3.7 trillion per year in ...
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